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Frequenting gun shops and shooting ranges, and devoting particular attention to those whose interest in weaponry extends
beyond the casual, Abigail A. Kohn captures in finegrained and often entertaining, yet always humane, detail how gun owners
actually think and feel about their guns. Through her conversations--with cowboy action shooters at a regional match, sport
shooters, hunters, with shooters of all ages and races--we hear of the "savage beauty" of a beautifully crafted long gun, of the
powerful historical import owners attach to their guns, of the sense of empowerment that comes with shooting skill, and the
visceral thrill of discharging a dangerous weapon. Cutting through the cliches that link gun ownership with violent, criminal
subcultures and portray shooters as "gun nuts" or potential terrorists, Kohn provides us with a lively and untainted portrait of
American gun enthusiasts.
This book is the definitive and final presentation of John Ogbu’s cultural ecological model and the many debates that his work has
sparked during the past decade. The theory and empirical foundation of Ogbu’s scholarship, which some have mistakenly
reduced to the "acting white hypothesis," is fully presented and re-visited in this posthumous collection of his new writings plus the
works of over 20 scholars. Ogbu’s own chapters present how his ideas about minority education and culture developed. Readers
will find in these chapters the theoretical roots of his cultural ecological model. The book is organized as a dialogue between John
Ogbu and the scholarly community, including his most ardent critics; Ogbu’s own work can be read at the same time as his critics
have their say. Minority Status, Oppositional Culture, and Schooling examines content, methodological, and policy issues framing
the debate on academic achievement, school engagement, and oppositional culture. It brings together in one volume, for the first
time, some of the most critical works on these issues as well as examples of programs aimed at re-engagement. In addition to
African Americans, it also looks at school engagement among Native American and Latino students. This book is essential reading
for anyone interested in the study of the academic achievement gap.
Social Research Methods by Example shows students how researchers carry out work on the cutting edge of social science. The
authors illustrate every point through engaging, thought-provoking examples from real research. The language is jargon-free,
making research methods less intimidating and more relatable. The text is divided into three major sections, the first of which
introduces students to the principles of research through examples from various fields. The second section walks students through
the major types of social science research, with each chapter focusing on a different technique. The third section shows students
how to carry out basic quantitative data analysis in SPSS. The final chapter shows how technological advances have changed the
way researchers are working, and looks at the direction of social science research in the future. Social Research Methods by
Example not only introduces students to the principles of social science research, but gives them a toolbox to carry out their own.
By the time they are finished with the book, students will be conversant with many of the most important studies in the history of
social science. They will understand not only how to conduct research, but also how the field has evolved over time.
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From the École Polytechnique shootings of 1989 to the political controversy surrounding the elimination of the federal long-gun
registry, the issue of gun control has been a subject of fierce debate in Canada. But in fact, firearm regulation has been a sharply
contested issue in the country since Confederation. Arming and Disarming offers the first comprehensive history of gun control in
Canada from the colonial period to the present. In this sweeping, immersive book, R. Blake Brown outlines efforts to regulate the
use of guns by young people, punish the misuse of arms, impose licensing regimes, and create firearm registries. Brown also
challenges many popular assumptions about Canadian history, suggesting that gun ownership was far from universal during much
of the colonial period, and that many nineteenth century lawyers – including John A. Macdonald – believed in a limited right to bear
arms. Arming and Disarming provides a careful exploration of how social, economic, cultural, legal, and constitutional concerns
shaped gun legislation and its implementation, as well as how these factors defined Canada’s historical and contemporary ‘gun
culture.’
Every day, forty-eight children and teens are shot; of these, seven will die from gun-related violence. Everyone agrees that these
statistics are horrific, and yet people disagree about how to reduce gun-related violence. Will more federal control of gun sales
help? Or, as others state, will this lead to an uptick in violence among those who obtain guns illegally? This text introduces
different perspectives about this important—and timely—issue. Experts, politicians, judges, and everyday people weigh in on this
contentious issue, allowing students to analyze gun control from all sides.
The ABA Journal serves the legal profession. Qualified recipients are lawyers and judges, law students, law librarians and
associate members of the American Bar Association.

This edited book addresses the issues of gun trafficking and gun violence across different regions of the world, including
the Americas, Africa, Asia, Europe and Oceania. It seeks to identify global key trends on gun trafficking and related
violence and discuss different enforcement measures. Each chapter is written by teams of distinguished academics
and/or experienced practitioners to include practitioner insights and policy proposals on issues related to gun violence
and gun trafficking. Chapters offer an overview of violence and recent gun control debates in the regions, enumerate
challenges, provide lessons learnt, and recommend policy solutions. An overview of the global small arms trade is
provided at the beginning alongside a comparative analysis of common challenges and significant differences across the
regions. This book speaks to those in Criminology, International Relations, Public Policy, International Security, Public
health and Law, and to civil society organizations, think tanks, research centers, policy analysts and policy makers
involved in gun control debates.
Thoroughly updated and greatly expanded from its original edition, this three-volume set is the go-to comprehensive
resource on the legal, social, psychological, political, and public health aspects of guns in American life. * 450
alphabetically organized entries, including 100 new for this edition, covering key issues (suicide, video games and gun
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violence, firearm injury statistics) and events (workplace shootings, the Virginia Tech massacre) * 102 expert contributors
from all academic fields involved in studying the causes and effects of gun violence * A chronology of pivotal moments
and controversies in the history of firearm ownership and use in the United States * An exhaustive bibliography of print
and online resources covering all aspects of the study of guns in the United States * Appendices on federal gun laws,
state gun laws, and pro- and anti-gun-control organizations
Each book in this series offers all the statutes, legal opinions, and studies a student needs to structure a cohesive
argument on a given controversial topic. Issues are presented from multiple points of view; sidebars cite law and opinions
to aid in critical analysis; paratextual questions encourage reader engagement; and all sources are fully documented and
grouped by the side of the argument. Analyzes the controversy over gun ownership in America: How does the Second
Amendment's right to bear arms fit into the modern world? Does the state have an interest in restricting the licensing or
sale of firearms to the public?
Governments have developed a convenient habit of blaming social problems on their citizens, placing too much
emphasis on personal responsibility and pursuing policies to ‘nudge’ their citizens to better behaviour. Keith Dowding
shows that, in fact, responsibility for many of our biggest social crises – including homelessness, gun crime, obesity, drug
addiction and problem gambling – should be laid at the feet of politicians. He calls for us to stop scapegoating fellow
citizens and to demand more from our governments, who have the real power and responsibility to alleviate social
problems and bring about lasting change.
Winner of the 1993 Michael J. Hindelang award of the American Society of Criminology. By 1990 there were
approximately 200 million guns in private hands in the United States, and around half of American households contained
a gun. Over 30,000 people a year are killed with guns in suicides, homicides, and acci-dents, and Americans use guns
for defensive purposes over a million times a year. There is little doubt that gun violence and control are issues of vital
importance, and they continue to inspire national debate. It is doubtful, however, whether most gun debates are worth
listening to. Not surprisingly, such debates generally leave their participants exactly where they began, with their biases
intact, and onlookers perplexed. Written deliberately to counter an atmosphere of hysteria and extremism. Point Blank,
now in paperback, offers logi-cal argument supported by empirical information. It con-fronts fundamental questions headon. On its initial publication in 1993, Point Blank won the Michael J. Hindelang Award of the American Society of
Criminology for the book that "made the most outstanding contribution to criminology." Point Blank reports both original
research and assesses existing evidence drawn from a wide variety of academic disciplines, including criminology,
sociology, law, and medicine.
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In recent years, political discourse about gun control and the Second Amendment has become increasingly volatile and
this collection of original essays by top scholars illuminates the various reasons why. Gun lobbies such as the National
Rifle Association are more organized and aggressive and their issue agenda has evolved as new and more powerful
weapons and militia appear. On the other side of the debate, the critical wounding of James Brady gave gun control
advocates a visible martyr with strong ties to Republican conservatives. In sum, gun control and the right to bear arms
have become hotly disputed issues where political alignments are constantly shifting. The contributors chart these
changes and explore how Congress, the courts, the President, and individual states are currently addressing the issue of
gun control. This book, which includes profiles and examinations of relevant interest groups, the gun control coalition,
recent Supreme Court decisions, and public opinion surveys, will be of great interest to classes in political science,
American government, law, and sociology.
First Published in 1993. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
Armed and Considered Dangerous is a book about "bad guys" and their guns. But Wright and Rossi contend that for every suspected
criminal who owns and abuses a firearm, a hundred or more average citizens own guns for sport, for recreation, for self-protection, and for
other reasons generally regarded as appropriate or legitimate. Armed and Considered Dangerous is the most ambitious survey ever
undertaken of criminal acquisition, possession, and use of guns. There are vast differences between the average gun owner and the average
gun-abusing felon, but the analyses reported here do not suggest any obvious way to translate these differences into gun control policies.
Most policy implications drawn from the book are negative in character: this will not work for this reason, that will not work for that reason, and
so on. When experts are asked, "Okay, then what will work?" they usually fall back on the old warhorses of poverty, the drug problem, or the
inadequate resources of the criminal justice system, and otherwise have little to say. This is not a failure of social science. It simply asks more
of the data than the data were ever intended to provide. Several of Wright and Rossi's findings have become "coin of the realm" in the gun
control debate, cited frequently by persons who have long since forgotten where the data came from or what their limitations are. Several
other findings, including many that are important, have been largely ignored. Still other findings have been superseded by better and more
recent data or rendered anachronistic by intervening events. With the inclusion of a new introduction detailing recent statistics and updated
information this new edition of Armed and Considered Dangerous is a rich source of information for all interested in learning about weapon
behavior and ownership in America.
More than 30,000 American deaths are caused each year by firearms, and more than 230,000,000 guns exist in the United States today.
America's Great Gun Game: Gun Ownership vs. Americans' Safety presents two sides of the gun issue- the gun control advocates, the silent
majority; and the gun rights supporters, the vocal minority. Author Earl E. McDowell urges the silent majority to become the vocal majority as
he tackles the controversial topics of gun control and concealed carry laws. Unlike other volumes on the gun issue, America's Great Gun
Game challenges the National Rifle Association's interpretation of the Second Amendment by citing the opinions of Supreme Court justices,
the president of the American Bar Association, state and federal legislators, and former U.S. presidents. McDowell traces attempted
presidential assassinations and presents a detailed account of the gun movements from 1922 through 2000, assessing which side won the
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gun game for each movement. Gun Game is unique, as it also reports statistics on how guns affect women and children and which women's
and children's organizations support gun control. America's Great Gun Game presents McDowell's thoroughly researched argument in favor
of stopping the proliferation of guns throughout the United States and the increasing need for federal gun control legislation.
Barack Obama has taken America to the brink of financial ruin. Will we be able to stop before we go over the edge? Author John Lott sounds
the alarm as he documents the economic challenges we face with four more years of an Obama presidency, and builds an case for
fundamental change—the kind we need to save America.
Intellectual activity in the twentieth century took place largely under the banner of science and society. As the new millennium develops, it is
becoming evident that science and society are not words that represent an unmitigated good, nor for that matter, do they exhaust what is new
in the human condition. Past writing on the theme of culture has emphasized the growth and expansion of human capabilities. Recent use of
the term "civilization" has placed great emphasis on the fall from grace of human beings. The use of both terms is rapidly changing. Culture
and Civilization develops critical ideas intended to produce a positive intellectual climate, one that is prepared to confront threats, and alert us
to the opportunities of the twenty-first century. It recognizes that the twenty-first century presents people in all fields and of all faiths with
shared challenges. Culture and Civilization embraces the work of novelists, journalists, cultural figures, technologists, physical sciences,
historians, and policy personnel who range beyond social science areas. What they have in common is a view that civilization is under
assault and that it represents a cause worth advancing and defending. This publication does not embrace idiosyncratic visions of the clash of
world civilizations or the end of Western civilization. It does attempt to bring together immediate issues of the century that are substantially
new and challenging. We see that the essential polarity between democracy and autocracy has now taken on larger, deeper dimensions in a
different political, economic, and ecological terrain: the central issue of our day is now civilization versus barbarism. The character of
democratic culture is central to the global equation and the systemic challenge. This publication is a sober response to such a challenge.
The new edition of this classic text covers the latest developments in American gun policy, including shooting incidents plaguing the American
landscape - especially Sandy Hook, the Colorado theatre shootings and the tragic death of Trayvon Martin - placing them in context with
similar recent events. The incidents described in the book sparked a wave of gun control legislation at local, state and national levels, some
of which was successful, some doomed and all controversial. At the national level, President Obama put his political capital on the line to
push for new gun control measures, only to see them shot down by Congress. Robert J. Spitzer has long been a recognised authority on gun
control and gun policy. His even-handed treatment of the issue - as both a member of the NRA and the Brady Center - continues to compel
national and international interest, including interviews by the likes of Terry Gross, Tom Ashbrook and Diane Rehm. This sixth edition of The
Politics of Gun Control provides the reader with up-to-date data and coverage of gun ownership, gun deaths, school shootings, border patrols
and new topics including social media, stand-your-ground laws, magazine regulation, and shooting-related mental health initiatives.
Predatory pricing has long been a contentious issue among lawmakers and economists. Legal actions are continually brought against
companies. But the question remains: how likely are firms to cut prices in order to drive rivals out of business? Predatory firms risk having to
keep prices below cost for such an extended period that it would become cost-prohibitive. Recently, economists have turned to game theory
to examine circumstances under which predatory tactics could be profitable. John R. Lott, Jr. provides long-awaited empirical analysis in this
book. By examining firms accused of or convicted of predation over a thirty-year period of time, he shows that these firms are not organized
as the game-theoretic or other models of predation would predict. In contrast, what evidence exists for predation suggests that government
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enterprises are more of a threat. Lott presents crucial new data and analysis, attacking an issue of major legal and economic importance.
This impressive work will be of great interest to economists, legal scholars, and antitrust policy makers.
This three-volume set examines various approaches to firearms, including constitutional and legal issues, public health and criminal justice
concerns, and perspectives on personal safety and self-defense. • Considers a wide variety of policy recommendations, from advocating
greater firearm ownership and carrying among private citizens to suggestions for further limitations on gun acquisition and ownership •
Features historical background on the development of the present role that firearms play in American society • Examines recent trends in the
ownership of various types of firearms • Challenges the adequacy of background checks and granting of firearm access • Compares gunrelated accidents and firearm policy among the states
This book examines the controversies surrounding gun control, which are less about whether it "works" and more about whether the nation
should prioritize traditional values of rugged independence or newer values of communitarian interdependence. • Presents an unbiased
analysis and explanation of the gun control/gun rights debate • Examines the controversy in a broad historical perspective, illustrating how
large social forces and prominent personalities helped to shape differing attitudes and cultures • Explains the broader social context
surrounding the debate, rendering the subject more easily understandable • Highlights chapter material with documents, making it a useful
resource for academic discussion or further scholarly research
Présentation de l'éditeur : "Nearly half of all privately owned firearms in the world are in American hands. The U.S. homicide rate is 6 times
higher than the average of all developed countries, and more than three times higher than any individual country. Half of all homicides are
committed with a firearm. Gun advocates claim that the high rate of private gun ownership does not contribute to this; some even argue that
murder rates would be lower if only more people carried guns to defend themselves. Pro gun control advocates find the correlation between
number of guns and gun violence an obvious one - and that it should be the starting point for discussion about gun control. Both sides think
their cases are strong, and have created a political stalemate. Can the truth of these views be evaluated rationally and dispassionately? Hugh
Lafollette argues the gun control debate is more complex than advocates on either side acknowledge. It requires resolving moral and legal
questions about the nature of and limitations on rights, as well as the responsibility of government to protect citizens from risk. It requires
assessing claims about the right to bear arms, as well as the right to be secure from harm caused by guns. Empirical findings must be
considered-about the role of guns in causing harm, the degree to which private ownership of guns can protect innocent civilians from attacks
by criminals, whether the government should be constrained by a well-armed citizenry, and the degree to which laws seriously limiting access
to guns can be effectively enforced. Lafollette carefully sorts through all these conceptual, moral, and empirical claims. He concludes that all
things considered, the U.S. does need more gun control than we have. He then proposes an indirect strategy for decreasing harm from
firearms-requiring all gun owners to have liability insurance (something the NRA actually encourages) similar to that of car owners. Lafollette
argues that this approach could reduce gun violence without the problem of government intrusion. Painstakingly fair and historically informed,
the book is mainly designed for use in applied ethics and public policy courses, showcasing how one might approach a difficult topic with care
and even-handedness in order to construct a rational argument. In Defense of Gun Control sorts through the conceptual, moral, and empirical
claims to fairly assess arguments for and against serious gun control."
In June 2008, the Supreme Court had its first opportunity in seven decades to decide a question at the heart of one of America’s most
impassioned debates: Do Americans have a right to possess guns? Gun Control on Trial tells the full story of the Court’s decision in District
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of Columbia v. Heller, which ended the District’s gun ban. With exclusive behind-the-scenes access throughout the process, author Brian
Doherty is uniquely positioned to delve into the issues of this monumental case and provides compelling looks at the inside stories, including
the plaintiffs’ fight for the right to protect their lives, the activist lawyers who worked to affirm that right, and the forces who fought to stop the
case.
Attorney Constance Crooker traces this debate from its origin to the present day. Students will find a balanced, focused approach to landmark
Supreme Court cases, gun control laws, gun rights groups, gun control advocates, and the fundamental controversies surrounding
interpretations of the Second Amendment.
This book focuses on the use of small arms in violence and attempts by the state to govern the use and acquisition of these weapons. It is
likely that hundreds of thousands of people are killed every year as a result of armed violence – in contexts ranging from war zones to
domestic violence. This edited volume examines why these deaths occur, the role of guns and other weapons, and how governance can be
used to reduce and prevent those deaths. Drawing on a variety of disciplines, ranging from anthropology through economics to peace and
security studies, the book’s main concern throughout is that of human security – the causes and means of prevention of armed violence. The
first part of the book concerns warfare, the second armed violence and crime, and the last governance of arms and their (mis)-use. The
concluding chapter builds on the contributors’ key findings and suggests priorities for future research, with the aim of forming a coherent
narrative which examines what we know, why armed violence occurs, and what can be done to reduce it. This book will be of much interest to
students of small arms, security studies, global governance, peace and conflict studies, and IR.
Alphabetally arranged entries look at the controversies surrounding guns, gun control, and gun violence in the United States.
New York is a city of writers. And when the city was attacked on 9/11, its writers began to do what writers do, they began to look and feel and
think and write, began to struggle to process an event unimaginable before, and even after, it happened. The work of journalists appeared
immediately, in news reports, commentaries, and personal essays. But no single collection has yet recorded how New York writers of fiction,
poetry, and dramatic prose have responded to 9/11. Now, in 110 Stories, Ulrich Baer has gathered a multi-hued range of voices that convey,
with vivid immediacy and heightened imagination, the shock and loss suffered in September. From a stunning lineup of 110 renowned and
emerging writers-including Paul Auster, Lynne Sharon Schwartz, Edwidge Danticat, Vivian Gornick, Phillip Lopate, Dennis Nurkse, Melvin
Bukiet, Susan Wheeler-these stories give readers not so much an analysis of what happened as the very shape and texture of a city in crisis,
what it felt like to be here, the external and internal damage that the city and its inhabitants absorbed in the space and the aftermath of a few
unforgettable hours. As A.M. Homes says in one of the book's eyewitness accounts, "There is no place to put this experience, no folder in the
mental hard drive that says, 'catastrophe.' It is not something that you want to remember, not something that you want to forget." This
collection testifies to the power of poetry and storytelling to preserve and give meaning to what seems overwhelming. It showcases the
literary imagination in its capacity to gauge the impact of 9/11 on how we view the world. Just as the stories of the World Trade towers were
filled with people from all walks of life, the stories collected here reflect New York's true diversity, its boundless complexity and polyglot
energy, its regenerative imagination, and its spirit of solidarity and endurance. The editor’s proceeds will be donated to charity. Cover art
donated by Art Spiegelman. List of Contributors: Humera Afridi, Ammiel Alcalay, Elena Alexander, Meena Alexander, Jeffery Renard Allen,
Roberta Allen, Jonathan Ames, Darren Aronofsky, Paul Auster, Jennifer Belle, Jenifer Berman, Charles Bernstein, Star Black, Breyten
Breytenbach, Melvin Jules Bukiet, Peter Carey, Lawrence Chua, Ira Cohen, Imraan Coovadia, Edwidge Danticat, Alice Elliot, Eric Darton,
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Lydia Davis, Samuel R. Delany, Maggie Dubris, Rinde Eckert, Janice Eidus, Masood Farivar, Carolyn Ferrell, Richard Foreman, Deborah
Garrison, Amitav Ghosh, James Gibbons, Carol Gilligan, Thea Goodman, Vivian Gornick, Tim Griffin, Lev Grossman, John Guare, Sean
Gullette, Jessica Hagedorn, Kimiko Hahn, Nathalie Handal, Carey Harrison, Joshua Henkin, Tony Hiss, David Hollander, A.M. Homes,
Richard Howard, Laird Hunt, Siri Hustvedt, John Keene, John Kelly, Wayne Koestenbaum, Richard Kostelanetz, Guy Lesser, Jonathan
Lethem, Jocelyn Lieu, Tan Lin, Sam Lipsyte, Phillip Lopate, Karen Malpede, Charles McNulty, Pablo Medina, Ellen Miller, Paul D. Miller/DJ
Spooky, Mark Jay, Tova Mirvis, Albert Mobilio, Alex Molot, Mary Morris, Tracie Morris, Anna Moschovakis, Richard Eoin Nash, Josip
Novakovich, Dennis Nurkse, Geoffrey O'Brien, Larry O'Connor, Robert Polito, Nelly Reifler, Rose-Myriam Réjouis, Roxana Robinson, Avital
Ronell, Daniel Asa Rose, Joe Salvatore, Grace Schulman, Lynne Sharon Schwartz, Dani Shapiro, Akhil Sharma, Suzan Sherman, Jenefer
Shute, Hal Sirowitz, Pamela Sneed, Chris Spain, Art Spiegelman, Catharine R. Stimpson, Liz Swados, Lynne Tillman, Mike Topp, David
Trinidad, Val Vinokurov, Chuck Wachtel, Mac Wellman, Owen West, Rachel Wetzsteon, Susan Wheeler, Peter Wortsman, John Yau,
Christopher Yu.
When it comes to the gun control debate, there are two kinds of data: data that's accurate, and data that left-wing billionaires, politicians, and
media want you to believe is accurate. In The War on Guns, economist and gun rights advocate John Lott turns a skeptical eye to well-funded
anti-gun studies and stories that perpetuate false statistics to frighten Americans into giving up their guns.
Barely a day goes by without news of the latest public health threat from the American media. Some of us are told we live in a "cancer
cluster"-an area with a disproportionate number of cancer deaths. During the summer months, those who live in or near urban areas are
bombarded with daily smog measurements and air pollution alerts. City water supplies are frequently called health hazards. At times, it
seems as though virtually everything we eat and drink is denounced as bad for us by some "public health expert." Our cars burn too much
gasoline; we own too many firearms; we are too fat; some of us are too skinny. Americans today are living longer than they ever have before.
Why the almost daily announcements of new public health threats and proclamations of impending crises? Bennett and DiLorenzo address
this question and others here. They begin by examining the large public health bureaucracy, its preoccupation with expanding governmental
programs, and its concern with political issues that too often have little to do with improving public health. Then they trace the evolution of the
American public health movement from its founding after the Civil War to the 1950s. They describe the transformation of public health's focus
from the eradication of disease to social policy as a by-product of the 1960s. Bennett and DiLorenzo catalogue the "radicalization" of the
public health movement by discussing its numerous political initiatives. They include case studies of the politicization of the public health
movement in America. The authors reveal various methods of statistical manipulation that certain public health researchers use to "cook the
data" in order to achieve politically correct results. A final chapter discusses the implications of the transformation of public health from
pathology to politics. This vigorously argued analysis sees the public health movement as claiming expertise on virtually every social issue,
from poverty to human rights. Students of public policy and public health officials, along with readers interested in public health issues, will
find this absorbing reading.
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